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Steve ..
I'd like to review the material in Santa Fe, but am finding it hard to
squeeze this into my schedule on short notice. I also appreciate that
you are too busy to provide a huge package of data and frankly I don't
have time to review it all, but I can focus on one "suspicious" area by
looking at 5 boreholes. Would it be possible to copy/send logs for
boreholes PB-7, PB-13, PB-14, PB-14C and PB-15C from the southwest
corner of the site?? If not, I'll try to find a couple hours to run up
in the next couple of weeks. Thanks for your help and interest,
********************************************

Peggy Johnson
Hydrogeologist
New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources
Socorro, NM 87801
(505) 835-5819 Office
(505) 835-6333 FAX
nt:)ggy@gis.nmt.edu
·*****************************************

Steve Pullen wrote:
>
> Ms. Johnson:
>
>Thank you for your message. I was very interested in our conversation
> earlier today, particularly your description of the collapse structures
> above the Russler Formation in Lee County.
>
>Again, your very welcome to review the related portions of the permit
> application in my office. Unfortunately it would be very time consuming for
>me to provide you with the information in Socorro. I've contacted the permit
> applicant and been assured that someone from their office will be made
> available, perhaps as early as tomorrow.
>
>Again, thank you. If you would keep me informed as to how this issue gets
> resolved I would appreciate it.
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Peggy Johnson [mailto:peggy@gis.nmt.edu]
>Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 2:19 PM
>To: john_kieling@nmenv.state.nm.us
> Subject: Triassic Park
)ear John:
>

>In response to a public service request to the NMBMMR, I have briefly
> reviewed the hydrologic and geologic information related to site
>characterization of the proposed Triassic Park Haz Waste facility. I
1

>also reviewed materials in NMBMM',.....::ata archives and published reports. I
> am interested in viewing geologic data from the exploratory boreholes
> drilled in and around the proposed site, but have not found those data
wailable through the NMED web page. Can the borehole data be made
..vailable to me for review? Please advise.
>
>Regards,

>
> ********************************************
> Peggy Johnson
> Hydrogeologist
> New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources
> Socorro, NM 87801
> (505) 835-5819 Office
> (505) 835-6333 FAX
> peggy@gis.nmt.edu
>
> ********************************************
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